
IN-CLASS EXERCISE: BIG BOB
Selection with the Alpha Channel

OBJECTIVES
This exercise enables you to practice using the selection with the alpha channel. You also 
learn to paint on mask and load selection from mask.

PROCESS
1. Open up the file bigBob.psd in Photoshop. Zoom out and have a better view of the 
whole image. You need to select Bob out of the background with the alpha channel.

2. Go to the Channel palette. Choose a channel that provides the most contrast.  In 
this case, it is the blue channel.  Highlight the blue channel and drag it to the Create a new 
channel icon on the bottom of the palette. You have a new channel and click it to rename it 
as “alpha channel.” 

3. Make sure the alpha channel is selected and go to Image --> Adjustments --> Levels. 
Drag the triangles in the histogram to get the sharpest contrast between Bob and his 
background. 

4. Use the Magic Wand to select the background with Continuous checked on the top 
menu. You select a perfect background. 

5. Make sure the background color is black. Hit delete to get rid of the background and 
make it black. Go to Select --> Inverse to select Bob. Use the Paintbrush with 100 percent 
hardness and white color to paint Bob. Since you have selected Bob, you can only paint 
Bob’s body without interfering the background. 

6. After painting, go to Select --> Deselect (Command + D).  Use a white paintbrush to 
fix any areas and paint it white. Click the RGB composite channel on the Channel Palette 
to get the full color image back. Go to Select --> Load Selection and make sure you use 
the alpha channel for Channel. Click OK to load the selection and switch back to the Layer 
palette. You have a perfect selection. Copy and paste Bob in a new document, with a white 
background.
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